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Black- & Whitelisting
(Product no. 8030002) 

With this function, selected callers 
can be automatically subject to special 
routing. Call assignment can then take 
place automatically (e.g. via data import) 
or manually through a samwin applica-
tion worker. Incoming calls are filtered 
prior to allocation and correspondingly 
redirected according to certain charac-
teristics. Whether you are dealing with 
blocked calls, faulty fax allocation or a 
VIP caller is a matter of pure configura-
tion. Each group receives its own set-up 
for this.

Callback  
(Product no. 87030001)

If there is a long waiting time or a call takes place 
outwith office hours, the samwin callback function 
offers transferral to an automatic callback queue. 
The callback is automatically generated as soon as an 
allotted agent logs on. Callback generation can take 
place automatically or manually. Additional comfort 
functions or online integration are also conceivable on 
a project basis.

Calltagging
(Product no. 8030003)

Providing freely definable attributes to calls via 
agents and evaluating these retrospectively is the 
role of call tagging. For this, organisational charac-
teristics which the agent can/has to assign during or 
after the conversation are defined beforehand. This 
means that data which is not of a technical nature 
can also be gathered and evaluated in reporting.  

MORE FLEXIBILITY
                  WITH SAMWIN 8
With the samwin feature packages, you can add useful 
special functions to your samwin contact centre. Get 
more room for manoeuvre with samwin 8. 
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Announcement Management
(Product no. 8030005)

This expansion makes it possible to define pre-defi-
ned announcement packages and to quickly activate 
them when needed. Pre-configured error reporting or 
special announcements are conceivable here. 
The whole process is supported by numerous com-
fort functions. This means that the announcements 
are input in advance, recorded directly or incorpora-
ted using text-to-speech. A container like this can be 
activated via an online drop-down menu or using an 
individual IVR. Numerous changes to announcement 
management are being implemented in real-time.

Door opener
(Product no. 8030004)

Open interfaces and the latest technologies enable ac-
cess systems to be directly integrated into the samwin 
user interfaces. This means that the operator, as the 
central contact point, can control and open doors and 
monitor them using a web cam. 

   SIP technology

   Expandable with contact

 Centre and operator

   High availability

   Extends across locations

   Reporting & monitoring

   Customer-orientated
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Call Flow Designer

Reporting & Analyse

Classic Client

Web Client

   Irrespective of manufacturer 

   Highly scalable

   Open interfaces

   Multi-client capability 

   User-orientated interface 

   Web-Interface
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